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Gulf Bank announces commitment 
to Kuwait Vision 2035 ‘New Kuwait’

Burgan Bank announces 
winners of Yawmi 
account draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday the names of the daily
draw winners of its Yawmi account draw, each taking home a cash-
prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners are: 
1. Kholoud Abdullah Yaser Al-Shatti
2. Farhan Saeed Mohammad Saeed
3. Mansour Hameed Abass Jaragh
4. Abdullah Benaih Abdullah Al-Enezi
5. Rasmeyah Abd Al-Hasan Thejeel
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also offers a quarterly

draw with more chances to win higher rewards, offering the chance
to one lucky customer to win KD 125,000 every three months. The
Yawmi Account offers daily and quarterly draws, wherein the quar-
terly draw requires customers to maintain a minimum amount of KD
500 in their account for two months prior to the draw date.
Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will entitle customers to
one chance of winning.  If the account balance is KD 500 and
above, the account holder will be qualified for both the quarterly
and daily draws. Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a
Yawmi account and/or increase their deposit to maximize their
chances of becoming a winner. The higher the level of the deposit,
the higher the likelihood to win. 

KUWAIT: Gulf Bank welcomed Dr Khaled A Mahdi,
Secretary-General of the Supreme Council for Planning
and Development (GSSCPD) of Kuwait, at the Bank’s Head
Office to discuss Kuwait Vision 2035 “New Kuwait,” the
national development plan that was developed by His
Highness the Amir of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah. The purpose of the meeting was to dis-
cuss Gulf Bank’s role in financing current and upcoming
national projects in order to achieve the country’s vision.

The Kuwait National Development Plan “New Kuwait”
aspires to transform the country into a financial and trade
hub that is attractive to investors. Under the new plan, the
private sector leads the national economy, creating com-
petition and promoting production efficiency. The devel-
opment plan also aims to drive government institutions
while safeguarding cultural values and protecting social
identities. The plan aims to develop the country’s human
resources while providing stakeholders with necessary
infrastructure, advanced legislation and an inspiring busi-
ness environment.

Commenting on this, Dr Khaled A Mahdi said: “I am
pleased to see the engagement of the banking sector with

Kuwait’s Vision 2035.
Without a doubt the banking
sector plays a pivotal role
within this vision as per H H
The Amir’s wishes to trans-
form Kuwait to financial and
trading hub.”

Dari Al-Bader, General
Manager of Corporate
Affairs at Gulf Bank, noted:
“At Gulf Bank, we are aware
of the impact of our role in
achieving His Highness the
Amir of Kuwait’s Vision
2035. We will spare no effort

in collaborating with relevant stakeholders in both the pub-
lic and private sectors in order to transform Kuwait into the
financial and commercial center we aspire it to be.”

It is worth noting that the Kuwait Vision 2035 develop-
ment plan includes multiple projects that have been fund-
ed, or continue to be funded, by Gulf Bank. These projects
include the Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah Hospital,

the Opera House at Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural
Center, the new Kuwait University construction project,
and the Sheikh Jaber Causeway. Work is still underway for
other projects, including: the Kuwait International Airport

expansion, the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation initiate envi-
ronmental fuel project, the clean fuels project, the South
Al-Mutlaa city project, the Al-Zour refinery project, the
municipal solid waste treatment project, and more. 

Dari Al-Bader

Gulf Bank welcomes GSSCPD Secretary-General Dr Khaled A Mahdi

NB Chocolate 
House opens 
its first branch 
in Avenues Mall
By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: Under the patronage of Deputy Prime
Minister of Luxembourg Etienne Schneider and in the
presence of Elizabeth Cardoso, Ambassador of
Luxembourg to Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates,
Tea Garden Hospitality Management Company opened
its first branch of NB Chocolate House of Luxembourg
in Kuwait at the Phase 4 of The Avenues Mall.  A cock-
tail party was held for selected invitees including
ambassadors of various European countries and  mem-
bers of the media.

On this occasion, the Chairman and Founder of Tea
Garden, Ahmed Khorsheed, said, “Since the formation
of Tea Garden Hospitality Company in 2005, the com-
pany has expanded its scope of services related to
leading hospitality players in the market with major
hotels, food and beverage establishments under the
portfolio. We also own and operate Jneinetna
Lebanese Restaurant & Studio Kuwait restaurant con-
cepts,” he said. 

As an ambitious Kuwaiti entrepreneur, Tea Garden
always strives to present unique and exclusive products
to the Kuwait market and also act as a pioneer in vari-
ous sectors of Kuwait hospitality industry.

NB Chocolate House opened its first branch in the

Avenues Mall, Kuwait. It also operates in Luxembourg,
Germany, France and China. “This is a qualitative addi-
tion to what we offer to our guests in Kuwait and the
Middle East.  We take careful attention to the sourcing
of all raw-materials required for each and every prod-
uct by following the original recipes and ingredients
used in NB Chocolate House in Luxembourg,” he
explained.

Toufic Salman, General Manager of Tea Garden
Hospitality Company, added, “we are pleased to coop-
erate with Mrs. Nathalie Bonn, who shares the same
vision and strives to provide a unique experience for
our customers as they are in Luxembourg”.

Salman also pointed out that the “NB Chocolate
House of Luxembourg” in the Avenues, will be a choco-
latier where you can eat. It will serve as an integrated
restaurant and chocolate boutique with  various food &
beverage exquisites. In addition to the finest pralines
and our flagship Choco Spoon, NB Chocolate House is
home to wide varieties of unique Cake Collection which
will provide unforgettable gastronomic experience to
our guests. We also provide special and distinctive for-

mations of services in Weddings, Public and Private
events,” he said. The grand opening of NB Chocolate
House in Avenues Mall, represents a new addition to the

company’s portfolio, with plans for expansion in various
parts of Kuwait. “Our next venture will be in Assima
Mall Kuwait City in late 2020,” he added.

3 super cool and 
unique features 
of Huawei 
Mate 30 Pro 5G
KUWAIT: The Huawei Mate 30 Pro is the king of
5G smartphones. The phone is recognized for its
super performance and its ability to support both
modes of 5G networks in addition to its iconic
design, marvelous videography, super battery and of
course safe and solid security features. Here are
three super cool and unique features of the Huawei
Mate 30 Pro 5G.

Amazing videography
When we say Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G has super

videography and easily rivals professional video
camera, we mean it! The King of 5G smartphones
comes with the world’s first 40MP dual main camera.
The quad camera setup is made up of a 40MP
SuperSensing Cine camera, a 40 MP SuperSensing
Camera in addition to an 8MP Telephoto Camera
and a 3D Depth Camera. All these cameras have tru-
ly revolutionized smartphone videography.

Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G Ultra Slow-Motion
shoots Video at 7680fps, which was previously only

possible by professional video cameras. It is now
possible to shoot a video of a cheetah chasing a
gazelle and you will be able to catch every little
detail. Starting from the moment the cheetah starts
running all the way to the second it catches its prey,
we cannot promise it will catch the gazelle but we
promise you will shoot one of the finest Ultra Slow-
Motion video there is on mobile smartphones. 

Another off the charts feature in the Huawei Mate
30 Pro 5G is Ultra Low-light Video of ISO 51200,
the highest sensitivity for mobile videography.
Imagine you are attending a concert of your favorite
singer/band and it is dark but you also don’t want to
miss out on having a video to look back on or to
share on social media. It is now possible to shoot
clear videos in very lowlight surroundings and envi-
ronment. 

Super cool AI interactions
Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G will blow your minds off

with its one of a kind AI Gesture Controls. It is now
possible to complete tasks, surf the web and navi-
gate your phone without having to touch the screen
at all! All you have to do is wave your hands up,
down or sideways. You can even take a screenshot
by gesturing a pinch in front of the screen, really,
how cool is that?

There is also another unique feature - AI Auto
Rotate. Simply put, the phone automatically detects
the angle you’re looking at the screen and then the
AI Auto Rotate feature will adjust the screen for you
accordingly. You really don’t have to manually flip

the phone, just assume your favorite viewing posi-
tion and then watch magic happen. Multi-Screen
Collaboration* is another intriguing and convenient
feature which is made possible in the Huawei Mate
30 Pro 5G. Thanks to improved EMUI 10 which has
made it possible to mirror your screen with Huawei
MateBook and transfer data, files and documents
conveniently, all you’ve literally got to do is drag and
drop the file with your fingers, piece of cake right?

Solid, cool and secure
The King of 5G smartphones is also renowned for

its solid and unique security features. Thanks to its
isolated Trusted Execution Environment (TEE),
which ensures all sensitive data such as fingerprints,
facial information and voiceprints are stored in the
most secure part of the chipset.

Your messages and notifications are also safe
from inquisitive eyes when you receive them thanks
to AI Private View, which automatically hides con-
tent when extra eyes are detected. Unlocking your
phone is also made more reliable and secure with
dual-biometric authentication comprising of 3D
Face Unlock and In-Screen Fingerprint. 

The new Huawei Mate 30 Pro 5G does not pre-
install Google Mobile Services, and you will be able
to download and enjoy the applications from the
Huawei AppGallery preinstalled in the device. The
King of 5G Smartphones is not just about perform-
ance and power. There are also super cool and
unique features to match the Huawei Mate 30 Pro
5G prowess. 

KUWAIT: Ribbon-cutting ceremony to mark the opening of first branch of NB Chocolate House of Luxembourg
in Kuwait at the Phase 4 of The Avenues Mall. 


